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For fans of The Hunger Games and Divergent comes a story like no other... A toxic river divides nineteen-year-old Violet Bates' world by gender. Women rule the East. Men rule the West. Welcome to the lands of Matrus and Patrus. Ever since the disappearance of her beloved younger brother, Violet's life has been consumed by an anger she struggles to control. Already a prisoner to her own nation, now she has been sentenced to death for her crimes. But one decision could save her life. To enter the kingdom of Patrus, where men rule and women submit. Everything about the patriarchy is dangerous for a rebellious girl like Violet. She cannot break the rules if she wishes to stay alive. But abiding by rules has never been Violet's strong suit. When she's thrust into more danger than she could have ever predicted, Violet is forced to sacrifice many things in the forbidden kingdom... including forbidden love. In a world divided by gender, only the strongest survive... 

What Early Readers are Saying: "Bella takes this genre to a new level. Imagine the intrigue of Divergent, the suspense of The Maze Runner and the heart-pounding excitement of The Hunger Games. That is the magic Bella is working with her new novel The Gender Game." "The perfect mix of adventure, mystery, thrill, blossoming love and heartbreak. READ THIS ASAP! You will not regret it." "You can never predict where Bella Forrest will take a story!" "Intrigue, danger and mystery at every corner." "Once I started reading, I knew I wouldn't be able to stop. My heart raced along with Violet's [...] The twists and turns so far in this book have left my mouth hanging agape." "Intrigue, espionage, and a strong, smart female at the center of it all. Had me sucked in from the get go. "This will be a ride you won't want to miss. BUY NOW.
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Bella Forrest has a truly amazing mind and has done it yet again. As a fan of her other books, I jumped at the chance to read this book and I am so happy I did. Another book that I had a hard time attempting to put down. (Ahh, but the kiddo needed supper, lol) The Gender Game had an interesting dystopian world. The women live in the country of Matrus. The country ruled by women, and where the men have a very limited ability to do much of anything. The men are there to be a force of labor and only a select few are given the ability to have an education. The men live across the toxic river in the country of Patrus, the country ruled by men and where the women are essentially nothing more than a household pet. The women don’t leave the home, or really do anything without prior approval from their husbands. While learning about the different countries you also begin to learn the story of Violet. The first couple chapters of the story give you insight as to why Violet has been bounced from one disciplinary home to another, and eventually what has lead to the events that make up the bulk of the book. After a final "strike" on Violet’s record she is given the chance to keep her life if she were to go undercover in Patrus with her fake "husband" Lee. There is also an underlying love story that I was beyond pleased with. It wasn’t a "love triangle," forced, rushed, or made unbelievable. It was strong, and passionate, but only took up a rather small portion of the book. The rest is about the growth of a young girl, how she comes into her own, and does what needs done for the benefit of the country.
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